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A possibility to model the high energy syn hrotron emission (in X- and -rays) from supernova
remnants (SNRs) is an important task for modern astronomy and astrophysi s be ause it may
be responsible for the nonthermal X-rays and TeV -rays observed re ently from a number of
SNRs. This emission allows us to observe the pro esses of parti le a eleration on SNR sho ks
and generation of osmi rays. In this paper a model for the syn hrotron emission from shell
SNR in nonuniform interstellar medium and nonuniform magneti eld is presented. This model
is a generalization of the model of Reynolds & Chevalier developed for a spheri al SNR in the
uniform medium and uniform magneti eld. The model will be used for studies on the thermal
and nonthermal images and spe tra from nonspheri al SNRs in di erent interstellar magneti eld
on gurations.
Key words: interstellar medium, supernova remnants, hydrodynami s, sho k wave, X-rays,
syn hrotron emission.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For the last few years, a onsiderable interest has
grown in the investigation of the syn hrotron X-ray
emission from supernova remnants (SNRs), aused by
ele trons a elerated on SNR sho ks up to the energy  101314 eV. This emission pro ess is believed
to be responsible for the nonthermal X-ray (SN 1006,
Cas A, Ty ho, G347.3{0.5, IC443, G266.2{1.2, RCW86:
G156.+5.7, Kepler, W49B, W50) and TeV -ray (SN
1006, Cas A, G347.3{0.5) emission observed re ently
from a number of SNRs.
The model for syn hrotron X-rays from shell SNRs
developed up till now [1,2℄ works with uniform magneti
eld and is based on the simple spheri al Sedov model
[3℄ for SNR hydrodynami s. The most essential simpli ations of the Sedov model are the uniform interstellar
medium and spheri al SN explosion.
Observations ertify that SNRs are nonspheri al obje ts with ompli ated distributions of surfa e brightness. The nonuniform interstellar medium are the most
important fa tor in modi ation of the stru ture and
evolution of SNRs. We present here a model for the synhrotron emission from shell SNR in nonuniform medium
and nonuniform magneti eld. This model is a generalization of the model [1,2℄.

side the volume of SNR depend on the ambient density
distribution o (r; ; ') and anisotropy of the supernova
explosion energy Esn (; '). It is enough to have parameters of gas within R(; ') al ulated to model the thermal
X-ray emission of SNR. Besides o (r; ; ') and Esn (; '),
the syn hrotron image and spe trum of SNR are also affe ted by the distribution of interstellar magneti eld
Bo (r; ; ') whi h may also be nonuniform.
It is assumed hereafter that SNR are on the adiabati phase of evolution. The dynami s of the sho k front
of nonspheri al adiabati SNR and the distribution of
gas parameters inside whole sho ked volume an be des ribed with the hydrodynami method presented in [4℄.
In this method, a three-dimensional (3-D) obje t is divided on a number of 1-D se tors and the distributions of
parameters are found separately for ea h of them. Note,
that the velo ity of ow is radial in the hydrodynami
method [4℄ and the dire tion of a se tor and ele tron
velo ity in it are given by the same angles (; ') of a
spheri al oordinate system with the origin in the pla e
of explosion.
We assume also that = 5=3, sho k ompression ratio  = 4, gyrofa tor  = 1, BCMB =Bo ! 0, maximum
energy attained before the adiabati stage Emax;0 = 0
(see [2℄ for details). We do not onsider the e e t of the
osmi ray pressure that an hange .

II. MODEL FOR SYNCHROTRON EMISSION
FROM NONSPHERICAL SNR

B. Emission

IN NONUNIFORM MAGNETIC FIELD

A. Hydrodynami s

The position R(; ') and velo ity D(; ') of the sho k
front as well as the distribution of gas parameters in-

The syn hrotron volume emissivity of a uid element
(r; ; ') is [5℄
S = C ( )KB?( +1)=2

(

=

1) 2

;

(1)
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where C ( ) is a onstant, B? is the tangential omponent of the magneti eld (perpendi ular to the ele tron
velo ity in the uid element),  is frequen y, K is the
normalization of the sharply trun ated ele tron distribution
N (E )dE =

(

KE dE; E  Emax
:
0;
E > Emax

B?o = Bo j sin o j; Bko = Bo j os o j;

where the obliquity angle o is the angle between the
dire tions of the magneti eld Bo in this point and the
ele tron velo ity in the se tor.

(2)

Let us onsider the distribution of the emission parameters over the shell, and their evolution downstream.

3. Normalization K

The assumption that the energy density ! of relativisti parti les is proportional to the energy density of the
magneti eld in ea h uid element

1. Spe tral index

The power index is onstant downstream be ause
ele trons lose energy proportionally to their energy
(Eq. (10)) and remain essentially on ned to the uid
element in whi h they were produ ed. The power index is also onstant over the surfa e of a nonspheri al
SNR be ause the sho k is strong. Namely, in the rst order Fermi a eleration me hanism, = ( + 2)=( 1),
where the sho k ompression ratio  does not depend
on the ambient density distribution in the strong sho k
limit (Ma h number  1) realized in SNRs:  = s =os =
( + 1)=( 1), the subs ripts "s" and "o" refer to the
values at the sho k and to the surrounding medium, respe tively.
2. Magneti

eld omponents

The omponents of the magneti eld evolve di erently behind the sho k: B? rises everywhere at the sho k
by the same fa tor  = s =os and Bk is not modi ed by
the sho k [1℄:

B?;s = B?o ;s  os ; Bk;s = Bko;s :

s

(3)

No further turbulent ampli ation of the magneti eld
is assumed.
Downstream variation of the omponents follows from
the ux-freezing ondition B? (r)r dr = B?o (a)a da, ontinuity equation (r)r2 dr = o (a)a2 da and magneti ux
onservation r2 Bk (r) = a2 Bko (a), where a is Lagrangian
and ro= r(a; t) is Eulerian oordinates. Thus, if both Bo
and  are nonuniform, the omponents of magneti eld
B are (in a se tor)
(a; t) r(a; t)
B? (a; t) = B?o (a) o
;
 (a) a
Bk

(a; t) = B o (a)
k



a
r(a; t)

2

:

!

EZmax
Emin

EN (E )dE = K

gives for the variation of K

EZmax
Emin

E 1 dE / B 2

, and down-

over the shell

stream

K/

(

(6)



1
2
2
B 2 Emax
;
Emin

B 2 ln 1 Emax =Emin ;

6= 2
= 2:

(7)

4. Inje tion energy

Parti les start to a elerate on the sho k when
their energy E be ome more than the inje tion energy Emin . The rst order Fermi a eleration me hanism suggests for Emin : Emin =
1:68 10 4 ln 2=3 (o ntot =D)2=3 eV; where ln is
Coulomb logarithm, o = 1:0 1018 T62 =ntot m is the
mean free path of ele tron, ntot is the total number density (ele trons plus ions) [6℄. This Emin is 14:65 ln2=3
times the average kineti energy of ele trons.
Variation of Emin over the shell of nonspheri al SNR
found for ea h se tor independently:
Emin (R; ; ') = 0:026 ln2=3D3 (; ')2 MeV;

(8)

where D3 is the sho k velo ity in 103 km=s.
If parti les move downstream leaving the region of a eleration, the energy varies as in [2℄
E (a) = Eo (a)1=3 ;

(9)

if ele tron loses its energy due to the adiabati expansion
only
(4)

The omponents of the ambient magneti eld Bo in the
point (r; ; ') are
456

(5)

E_ = E _ =(3)

(10)

where (r) = (r)=s , Eo is the energy of the uid element a at the time to when the sho k rosses it.
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5. Maximum energy

The maximum energy Emax whi h ele trons are a elerated to varies over the shell of nonspheri al SNR.
Therefore, Emax are also found independently in ea h
se tor, with the expressions given in [2℄: Emax (R; ; ') =
min(Emax;1; Emax;2; Emax;3 ) where the radiative losses,
nite time of a eleration and es aping of ele trons allow for the maximum energies:
Emax;1 = 7:81013 F1 Bo;1=2 D3 eV;
Emax;2 = 1:91014

Z t

F2 Bo; D32 dt3 eV;

tad

Emax;3 = 7:71012 max;17 Bo; eV:

(11)
(12)
(13)

Here the age of SNR t and the time of transition into the
adiabati stage tad (; ') are in 103 years, Bo; is Bo in
G, max;17 is max in 1017 m. This max  101618 m
is a free parameter.
The geometri fa tors are [2℄
q

F1 = G=Rj ; F2 = 1=Rj ;

(14)

Z + 4=B
os2 o + 1 ;
; Z=
Z + 4B
os2  + 1

1  ( os2 o + 1) + 4( os2  + 1) ;
Rj = B
2
4 + B
B
B  os =
Bs

s

os o = sin  sin H os(' 'H ) + j os  os H j: (16)
There are three independent of a oordinate system
angles in our task: the in lination angle Æ between the
line of sight and the density gradient, the aspe t angle 
between the line of sight and the ambient magneti eld,
and the third angle  between the magneti eld and the
density gradient.
Let as onsider two interesting parti ular ases.
i). If the dire tion of the ambient magneti eld is
uniform, i.e. (r; ; ) = onst, then let us a ept that
the origin of the oordinates oin ides with the pla e of
explosion, the axis x of Cartesian oordinate system is
oriented opposite the dire tion of the line of sight (towards the observer) and that Bo lies in the plane (xz ).
In su h a ase os o is given by (16) with H = =2 
and 'H = 0.
ii). If dire tion of the density gradient is uniform, i.e.
Æ (r; ; ) = onst, then let us a ept that the origin of the
oordinates oin ides with the pla e of explosion, axis z
of Cartesian oordinate system is oriented opposite the
density gradient and the line of sight lies in the plane
(xz ). Geometri al onsideration yields for Æ 6= 0 and
 6= 0
os o = sin  sin  os(' 'H ) + j os  os  j;
(17)
os Æ os  j :
where os 'H = os sinjÆ sin


with
G=

If we know distributions of Bo (r; ; ), H (r; ; ) and
'H (r; ; ), where (H ; 'H ) are the spheri al angles of
the ve tor Bo in the point (r; ; ), then

(15)

1 + 16 tan2 o ;
1 + tan2 o

where the obliquity angles are o for upstream and 
for downstream; tan  = 4 tan o .
The maximum energy hanges downstream in a ordan e with (9).
6. Obliquity angle

Syn hrotron emission of the uid element (r; ; ') depends on the values Bo (r; ; ) and o (r; ; ). The alulation of o depends on the way how the distribution
Bo(r; ; ) is given.

If Æ = 0 or  (grad o is parallel to the line of sight)
but  6= 0, then H =   and  respe tively, and
additionaly 'H (r; ; ') should be known. If  = 0 or 
(dire tion of Bo oin ides with grado ), then o =  
or  respe tively.
III. CONCLUSIONS

The model for the syn hrotron emission of nonspherial SNR in nonuniform interstellar magneti eld is presented. Being applied to studies of high energy emission
of SNRs, in parti ular to X-rays, it allows us to ompare
the thermal and syn hrotron X-ray images and spe tra
of the obje ts, to make on lusions about the SNR itself,
supernova explosion, stru ture and properties of the interstellar medium, sho k wave physi s, a eleration proesses on the sho ks, -ray and osmi ray generation.
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